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Rear axle setup screen Front axle setup screen

Clear, uncluttered setup screens

Future. For sure!

The equipment of modern vehicles includes various driver 
assistance systems. These are networked with each other.

• Rear axle adjustment -> Radar calibration 

• Bumper disassembly -> Radar calibration 
 
• Windscreen change -> Camera calibration 

cADas101
Calibration system for driver assistance and radar systems

Can be used in conjunction with the wheel alignment systems from the Carline CL100/CL101-2S   series.

Passive radar reflector 
and laser adjustment unit 

A database expansion module provides you with helpful information 
such as the distance and height of the target.

You will find additional in-
formation such as circuit 
diagram, sensor removal 
and installation instruc-
tions, position of the sen-
sor and calibration mode.

A current list of
targets can be found on

our home page
 www.wmswagner.de

Working on individual components often requires measures 
to be taken on other assemblies.

Almost all vehicles can be measured immediate-
ly without further preparation.

Damage to the chassis and the steering is visible 
as a result of the adjustment in the raised state.

Wheel alignment and wheel alignment is possi-
ble at up to three different workstations.

Workplace Customization



MaxiMuM Flexibility 
Adaptation to existing workplaces

Versatile use
Datatransmission in secure BT mode

Precision in the WorkshoP 
High-resolution sensors

costsaVinG inVestMent
No special wheel alignment station required

diaGnostic Partner
Looking at damaged vehicle parts

coMPetence
Determination of all driving axis values

 back-Friendly WorkinG Position
Axle adjustment in raised vehicle position 

userFriendly aPPlication
6-Button-Operation

CarlineCarline  CL101-2SCL101-2S

The axle adjustment is carried out in the raised state.

Everything you could need!

ProFessionalisM
Extensive database 
Integrated spoiler program 

Vehicle selection via KBA number

The wheel aligner can be used in combination with 2-post lifts and other common lifts. 
The Carline CL101-2S   adapts to the existing conditions in your workshop. It can be fitted 
to up to three different workstations. Unevenness in the workshop floor is measured once 
and taken into account in the wheel alignment program. The wheel aligner CL101-2S   
has an electronic spoiler program. An accident diagnosis with regard to wheelbase, track 
width and wheel offset is possible.

 ... as if by magic!

> Initial measurement of the vehicle standing on the ground 
> „Freezing“ the determined travel axis values
> Raise the vehicle to any comfortable working height 
> Release of the measured values
> Setting by comparison of target and actual values   (red-green display) 

Vehicle Database

Picture aids

erGonoMic Way oF WorkinG 
easy access to hard-to-reach places

Enter your own data

Clear vehicle selection in 
the search branch

Create you wheel alignment workplace...

4 Updates per year
always

UP-TO-DATE

How To:

The initial measurement is carried out in driving condition.•
Damaged undercarriage parts are easier to identify.•

•

CL101-2S


